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OK, so perhaps I am not as observant of the twists and turns of the status quo as the next

person but it has suddenly occurred to me that the familiar and mellifluous "Oh" of the spoken

telephone number has gone by the bye leaving the strident "Zero" in its place.

I eventually became aware of this encroachment by realizing that everyone who repeated

~;;c,:' my telephone number of late, by way of verifying what I had just said to them, substituted the-.
.$~~t word Zero in every place I had used the word Oh.

~~!;;'rii~~
cc:c;", I suspect Political Correctness run amok.

But I could be wrong. I am frequently at a loss to discern the applicability of this tenn to

revolving racial, gender and language generalities and, if it is really gennane to this topic at all we

are probably doomed.

Nevertheless, any- pardon the expression-cursory peek at the traditional telephone

dial will reveal that there is an "0" represented as the first part of the word "Operator" (minus the

various quotation marks, of course) but any Zero, Zip or Zilch might as well be appearing on a

milk carton along with Jimmy Hoffa.

And to the some of you who doubt that this "0" is a number I say that in this instance it

;::;;., has squatter's rights having been part of the verbal telephone designation since forever making it

no less a number than the golfer's "Fore" or the gourmand's "Ate."

But all is not lost as yet. I still hear the occasional area code spoken (incongruously to be

sure) with an Oh as in Three-Oh- Three or Eight-Oh- Two as if it were a separate entity unto itself.

Dates, too, are still mostly zero-free. It is still Twenty-Oh-Six or perhaps just Oh-Six. But

even this was not always so. One still remembers long ago old-timers referring to the dawning
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years of the last century as Nineteen-Aught-One, etc. Like they'd refer to the great earthquake of

Aught-Six and the blizzard (or was it the flood?) of Aught-Three. And then there was the old

Thirty-Aught-Six Springfield Rifle referring to its caliber or something.

All of this is by way of showing there is a precedent for this predicament-all right two if

you include Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
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"'iJ;~t~t; I understand there is also something called The Big O. ~'~Fji""1-;c
\

But I digress.

I don't miss the Aught. I like the Oh.

Perhaps those destined to spend most of their lives in the Twenty-First Century will not

miss the Oh.

Or perhaps, as my urologist is wont to say, it is much ado about nothing.

Be that as it may, with our musical standards safe from revision (so far) it is hoped some

future Glenn Miller ghost band will still rise as one at the appropriate moment in their time-

honored homage to New York's Pennsylvania Hotel and sing out, "Pennsylvania-Six-Five-Oh-

Oh-Oh!" whether they know what it means or not.
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